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I.
INTRODUCTION

mandate

1. The UNDP-supported Regional ^^^^J^^^t
separate from, yet conplementary to, country pro £ • ultimately
■ trUthening intercountry cooper,tion *nd^ub re*ip ^^ ^ ^.^ ?
economic integration m Africa. ^P^fon, early in 1935. These preparations
for Africa, ccverln3 the perio 198«1, b. y by ^ A£r governments
have drawn heavily on the *h°™»£ ™ natur£ and stoPe of th.
themselves, collectively and individually,

African economic crisis.

2 Th. Covernin, Council of UHDP in.-si.erin, appropriate
to coLt the African.crisis, «euphas»cd - i \
UUCP's mandate to assist ^
assistance needs and the
to enhance the quality and impact f
the United Nations Development syste, .

that the Regional Bureau for Africa
Mission for Africa (EGA) to join
cooperation-and ^^""^

a .

3 Collective critical examination

Ernest as early as 1976 when the Co
adopted the "Revised franeworK of principles

international economic order m »""* - *

of the looming crisis of the frl* "™T "
hone of realizing the expected rapxd tr«ns.c
^1 -v-loitation of a narrow range ot L
the Squireddiversification through msaive
proco» ofincreasin, awareness, consensus

it h--1 become clear that in order to ac
'" rrewth and development, the en

{fr^;;:-ienterl markets, regional
^sine'qua for the realization o

level.

aencification of technical

onses to thes, needs morccr

assistance proRramcs funded by
in thc cxerciSe of this mandate
in Secrctariat o£ the ^

of a strategy for regional
^ utUi8e f

Paper, presented in this

het.een ^ an, ECA.

ffrican development problem be^an in

/*™?T£an listers of Plannin,
U iapltnuntation of the new
f.r the ^ ^ ^^^ .n anticipatlon

reco,niZe:l that there was no

f national economies through

f^^port or in trying to engineer
f r . ^ .^^ In thls

i_v al Frinciples ener-eo.

on t self-sustained socio-

and that, with Afnca's
^ into,rntion was a

cbjoctive9 ,t thc national
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4 These perceptions of the African development nroblc;. eve
forJ the basis of the Monrovia str^te.y for the ccono-.ic -K
feme tru, Dasib . L plan ,jf Action and — — — --

L^oB!°ado^en^l979 'nS 1980 respectively, by the African Heads rf; State .nd
Gcvernaent.

-■n^rnl ill addressed lcn~ terra devc™
5. These regional policy documents, in , *. c , ^ ^Q^ it SO;;;n becanu

lopnent issues and perspectives, h w^ -' f ., thc CUL,uiative effects

evi-Ient that sh^rt-ter.i dif£lc^tI3S,.^^^' n^" 'strategies and from the natural
of shortcomings in r^?^^;'i^c^ti".n as wcll as the energy crisis,

Cn^enlrproble^rinto\Jrapidly escaUtin, crisis.

,rmy aspects of the crisis and '.^'r3"^^- ittJ t, mi considered by th
ter, action plans. All the documents ,erc subnit t t ^ ■ ^ ^^

Afi fo«w,thxn the ^U an • ^^ b
ter, action plans. m ^ ^ ^^

relevant African fo«.w,thxn the ^U an • ^^ ^ Qost reccnt Assenbly

do?ted thedecl,r:tion on the ece^ic

ofCsu^ival and development"
ffinca^
confronting; the African region. , ...

^ • > ^ -. ^i-* there wore other incisive studies and
7. Over and above tl«»e ««^ ; ' ^ ^national Or,aniZations and
position papers prepared by various '•«"-" „ . Thegc inciuded the ECA
Agencies dealing with specific aspects -A ^>- ««» v_, Brnk.s

annual survey of economic and social ^^^ OECD and EEC, the ^liberations of
development reports, the various stu U^s b^ f,^^™ Nations and various statements
the Coositteo for Development Plannin,; of the Jnit.- hat u for
by the Adninistrator of the UNDPan he Director ^ ^^^ in A£rica. It
Africa, in various ^J^™^^ Council devoted" a substantial part
is also worth notin;: that the ...DT O.v.rn ^^.^^ cconCT]c

f its sumer session in Junu 1934 in Gen.^ to o
ii Thi discussion -sul e ^ -rnin^.-" i

f its ^ o
crisis. This, discussion -sul e ^ -rnin^.-" CouncU acain discusfd

h denod t >e ^

crisis. Th, ^ ^CouncU acain discf

29 June, 1954. As thc crisis d^penod, t >e ^ »strenpthenin,. UKDP's

^r^%"Ke^""3l ^. Council decisionB5/l2 4,
d u;- the cutcorae of that discussion.

0. ,s , result of this extensive f^^^^^^S 5c't T
to confim the ^^hat since the .. ; o» 1- ^..ct ^^ & ^^^ rf

debU? tin «Ui." 1/ -result!*, fr™, (i) the nost widespread,
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persistent and destructive drcu-ht in nonory 11) an exterunely ^^^
international economic environment; anJ (m) dranatic increases m Africa s
external debt, interest rates and debt service cists. These factor* _
have exacerbated the already weak underlyin, strucutres of African economies in d
dc^n Zlle and vicious downward spiral of crises and the further entrenchment
of undcrdevelop.ent. The iopUcations and re.ifications of ^-^
the immediate, short, aedxun an . lonr-; t^rr s. ^nsequ.ntiy

associated problem nust sinilarly be desired to co?o with
A consensus has enerred as to what forms these measures should take. h is

sub-regional and regional.

9. The relevance of .the UHDP Fourth Prc.ra^in- Cycle with its country and

Africa, budgeted approximately at US$200 Million for the PerioA 1937-199 ana
tlin 'int^account'the overriding importance of attamin, tan.ib e resuU
is i-elieved that the impact-of the proera,:^ woul I be maximised if .ts orientation.
is iu'icinusly desired within the accepted African regional strategy and if its
^rational elenents are derived fro,a the jriorities contained in that strategy.

the in'Jct' r lack thereof, of the Third Cycle Regional
(1931-1906 and partly on proposed new approaches for r™*
concentration and recomendc-' priorities for action urine the

for Africa

Cycle.

I. EMERGENCE OF CONSENSUS OK AFIilCAM DEVELOVrtENT 1.-OLICY ISSUES
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and Production of food foreign exchange earningeign exchg g^^ ^

^ W structures
of African economies.

12 The ailsr elements of that
underlying the L^os Plan of Action an, the
the rvicr -incunents referred to above. T*r
a substantive shift, in the lon^-tcrm,

stimuli so that the provision of the
solely on the exploitation iwl export of a
outside the r^ion not only because such «
as a result of changing -leaand patterns,

because, in the context of self-rcvi—

growth must be internal. Thisin *"•■

capabilities at the national
identification, evaluation,

raw materials for processing to

l^ ^in
£ <thure is , Oljcd for

i^ in^mal dcaand for a
^vclopment, ceases to depend

"o£ w_ucts to markets
™,;ror,ressively dicinishin,;
£ -^^ %iil

y

but%ri.arily
i

X

inaent> the en?in

subBtontial expansion of

l levels for the

of natural resources and

Dcaestic factor inputs

orei,n ones. The training.

*■a
scope.

13. The strategy reco.ni.es the
-il r-^les tc be played by food and

reinforcing way.

U. The focus of consensus for i^ediate action is that there should be
drastic chan.es in attitudes an undao,en l_i.^emc ^ ^^

Policies. I»P«"culart^",^fici^ and effectiveness. Realistic
of economies with due re-ara for uff3.ci.ncy , do.,ted t0 mcour,.c investment

market-based prices and exchange rate, f.1'"1- "^ ^., tc nnotli greater
production and trade. Incentives s^^^^.^ons of producers,
iniividual or private initiative. Obstacle. t_. en ,is,,,ntied. Measures

Specially «U facers ^-"-^^^^ti^-tc™. of trade in
have to be taken to shif ™—-^^ curricula will need t, be

t to self-reliance and self-sustam.ent.^
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15. With regard to external assistance and support, the African Heads of

State and Government were quite explicit in their Declaration on tfi£ economic

situation in Africa. Africa was fully aware of its responsibility for

adopting measures for its economic recovery and rehabilitation. However, the

magnitude of the problems made it imperative for the international community,

including in particular the developed countries and international development

and finance institutions as well as United Nations Development System, to

support Africa's own effort in recognition of the region's Multiple difficulties.

The assistance required needs, howevers to be very positive in terms of its

magnitude, terms and conditionality and must above all operate in consonance

with the established priorities especially in respect of domestic policy reforms

and structual development needs. •*

16. The foregoing considerations underlie virtually all current proposals for

practicable measures for action. . They are definitely basic to the Priority

Prograiame adopted by the 21st Assembly of Heads of State and Government of the

Organization of African Unity.

17. Thus for the five years to 1990, the principal task is food production

and agricultural rehabilitation, including drought and desertification control.

This is in recognition of the dominant and crucial role the agricultural sector

plays in all African economies. Indeed efforts to resuscitate the African

economy as a whole will critically depend on the immediate success of the

rehabilitation and.revitalization of African agriculture. The Priority Programme

puts substance to this recognition by commiting governments to increase gradually

the share of agriculture in national total public investment to between 20 and 25

percent by 1909.

13. While special attention will in this way be given to agriculture, the

Priority Programme proposes parallel and effective support action to be taken

in other sectors expecially industry9 transport and cwamunications, financial,

administrative and other services. There are also specific proposals for

attaining lasting solutions to Africa's growing indebtednessa the awesome

level of which might determine the success of all efforts to restructure and

transform the African economies from their current dependent status to a fully

self-reliant and self-sustaining one. A common platform is to ensure that the

proposals of the Priority Programme are taken within the framework of enhanced

subregional and regional co-operation and a more effective and co-ordinated

African position in international economic relations.

III. REGIONAL SOLUTIONS TO NATIONAL PROBLEMS

IS. This leads us to a more specific consideration of the importance of the

regional approach to the solution of national problems and the essential role

of UNDP's Regional Programme in this approach.
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20. As stated above, within the context of the long-term development
strategy for Africa, the dynamics of development and gr«th would be ,
based primarily on the collective resources and potentials of the
region as a whole. Cut of the 50 States that constitute the member
,hip of the Economic Commission for Africa, only 4 countries have
populations of more than 30 million, f have populaticns of « n _ .
10 and 30 million;13 have populations of between 5 and 10 million
another 13 have populations of between 1 and 5 million and 11 have
populations of less than 1 million. Herein lies the imperative of
co-operation. These snail population sizes, combined with very low
incometevel , as well as the uneven distribution of natural resources
render the exacted transformation beyond the capability^ individual

African countries.

H. Since the nature of the colonial economic legacy has been such
that while these countries have, in the majority of cases, existed^,,
as contiguous political units, they were, in reality separate and
■^lated'economic entities with minimum structural inks among them
and there, is need to create markets that transcend traditional
political boundaries and which are large enough to support _ viable
"production in agriculture and industry, "crease the capac ty to
absorb and adapt technology, create viable transport n<^"^k«> '
Manpower and financial resources and promote _ «*e «Pj°*"*l°" °f of
complementarities. In other words, the pursuit of national goals of

on collective activities

tsia::-^i..T.s«:*£issE.:iiSE:-fcJ=s?-"xu r

undertaking co-operative efforts.
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,3. Already several eccncic co«unUU. ors.ni,.a

lines, operate at various .. ^ ' West Africa, the
racre than cne such "/J"" ; ', ° C0B4S) exists' side by
Economic Conmunity of W*st African tatcs I
with, and cnbraces the nenbershiw of other corn^

Community (CEAO), the Council for th. Ent.ne "-
In Central Africa, the latest u£ the c. m
established in.Africa, the Eccnooic Community ,f

embraces the five States j. n 1 , - "
tabor, and the United Republic of Cat r.

the W6St African

Union.

African

r, and the Uni p

Douaniere des Etats d • ,; fripue Central
Central African subreoions into w at

African Cr-ncon Market. ', he Bj^o, ;.

Ccuntries (CEPGL) c™P«.^ ^ "
established. In East ,-trica, -.

established between Kenya, Uganda^

July 1977, has since been "placea

Preferential Trade Ar

these multipurpose or

rultisectorai and sm

no

y

Pia)

^a «ns

sector

Minis^rs andd Officials on a number cf

States

^^ chadj

constitute the Union

States of the
to" q Central

j Jie c t Lakes

Co—nit,
vhich collapsed in

Southern African

ghi of

it,tcr> overnncntal,
^^.^ anJ institutions

CG-operation in

rn I.,,. Conference, of
sreeific areas.

.st

, i-.titution. -rcthe
24. Over and above these «^ni»tion. an, i-. ^

0r-; ^overnnents thenselves in
'—ic ,.Cvcrnoents

«f broader
franewcrk l in

24. Over

Multinational Prosrannins »

which has beer. "ta^liBh.J 1./ th
f Ch ^

e national economics within the

objectives f bial econo

national development programmes to

and in -eneral -r.ake economic c-o-c

parcel of national s .cio-cconer.ic I

each of the five sutrcfions ^ ^f
restructure national economics within the frane ti

f subrejicnal economic cc -o- .ration an - - F

at ion

licy.

l

ram

to

ines

C1achinery ^

-:^rrf h
tence

-»«,• r

,'r,,. rc.o n

25. The instituti

put in place. The

however not, by itself
economic integration _

anon, so.c of the maj or "ono.ic , "P",

pre-occur»ticn with trade f« 11 i " _
countries. "hilethis

of econonic -.upin ;s 6

assumptions, i-hicn ;uar,;.te. tiic ^

apply to African countries. Tutsr ^c1;^
units of production each -.to.uc ., n. .el
share of the,national output jnmlcc.nomyo

enplcytsent with plants expect.u t, <•! trace

pronotin, tbe

rate oacbinerv has

effective regional

particularly slow

lar-aly because of unJuc

iberJiZati:n anono m.n

^ics the underlying
is a..trt.ach ..c not

existence of .pany

relatively small
lin

.r3tint.^
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investment is also marginal compared to current productive capacity,
n anple supply of highly motivated entrepreneurs with an ex ensive

knowledge of markets for inputs and [roiucts at hone and,abroaa,
Ttne equitable distribution of the benefits of co-operation anon
participating countries because the edacity to derive those benefits
is itself fairly equitably distributed.

26. On the ether hand, Africa is characterized by an i»^
su,-ly of competent entrepreneurs in bctr. the public and vriv-tc
sect'rs-carcity of skilled Mn?owcr;.iritod famliarity with the

' » Lterials, limited rnr.«e of choice cf technology

III?IZ.11 S^^i e-S^o,:, cco^t on P^-ilU

in the development of basic industries -reduction of ^ °; «^'' n
livestock, development f science an, techn.l^y ,x, t tic

utilisation of natural rescues, ■""•'«»r"°""" ., . , _ V..here is

that'ean Vc derived fron joint intcr^
identification and desir.n ?ro obvious

27. The Re,ional Pr?Sr-™, of MP ^"j ■»■£,« ^r
^vr^^L^h^r-nre^r^Ltinrin^r^^^Lt

ant! institutions.

28. The criteria which will have to be net for projects to

rioarily LBCs*which, because of their size, >c-rarhic ana econ
conditions r.s well as their low level of develo^ent ,clunr t< the nvre

d i s a dv an t a r --, c d countries.

intervene at the'inter-country, .ubr^ionnl and regional levels to
rroncte collective self-reliance an' self-sust.nnncnt.
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30. It is evident that ■ there.are strong forward and back*j$rd linkages

between the Regional Programme and the various UNDP country programmes

such that the two sets of programmes are mutually reinforcing. For

example Governments can delegate researcn and development activities

to regional institutions if this seems to be the most promising approach

Icwever, the results of the research activities will only achieve

practical meaning if they are channelled back into the national develop

ment processes and trigger the adjustments which are needed tP. the

national level to either continue to promote a regional operation or

to switch tc anational response.

Iv- LESSONS FROH THE REGIONAL PROGRAMME 1982-1986

■ ■

31. As the Third ■Regional Programme (1982-1986) is soon coming to an

end, is worthwhile to look back to the time when it was formulated,

recall its objectives, to review the neans chosen to achieve these ' : '.

objectives and, finallys to evaluate the results obtained so far.

One of the major aims at that time was to respond to the extent

possible to the Lagos Plan of Action and its emphasis on seeking,,

regional solutions to common national problems. Support to nany

intergovernmental organisations and institutions was included as part of

the programme. Although UNDP'& financial difficulties resulted in

programme reductions of 45% and considerably intarferred.with the

programmatic approach, the institution-building aspectcof the progrance
was probably preserved and is the one najor common denominator of the

programme (1982-1986).

32. Therefore, an evaluation of the Third Cycle would do justice to ,the

subject if it were to concentrate on the assistance and its impact on

intergovernmental organisations and institutions, which would cover

about 70% of the programme. however, it might be too time consuming to

evaluate the assistance provided to each of -these over 70 organisations

and institutions, and it might also not be necessary. UNDP would

like an answer to the question, as to where and why assistance to some

organisations and institutions succeeded in some cases and failed in

others and deduct some principal lessons which should be taken into

consideration for the next Cycle. For these reasons the evaluation will

be carried out as a programme evaluation using, r.s examples, a variety

of selected intergovernmental organisations and institutions.

33. UNDP is planning to use for the evaluation a very small team of

consultants who should be fielded by the end of January 1986. vheir

report would be due in March, early enough to be included into the

papers, which will be prepared on the Fourth Cycle Regional Programme

for the attention of the next ECA Conference of Ministers at its

twelfth meetinp scheduled for April 1986 together with the final draft

of the Orientation Pa_per taking intc account comments received from

UN Executing Agencies* UNDP Resident Representatives and others invited

to comment. Vhe conclusions of the report will be most relevant for

t-ho nmppss n f nrn i p r t «s p 11> r t i n n fnr inclusion into the Fourth Cycle
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V. NEW APPROACHES FOR ASSISSANCE TO REGIONAL PROJECTS,

34. In accordance with its mandate the Fourth Cycle ^^f^
should restrict itself to truly regional concerns and_assist ASri
countries to make proEress towards regional economic integration.

35 The current Regional Programme has provided, in many instances,
eneral support aimld at building-up _ or strengthening -^governmental
OKani.ation. and institutions. It is recognised that this «
institution building and strengthening is not complete anu needs to
continue. However, instead of retaining these purposes *s main objective
fnUNDP assistance'the emphasis will shift to the exte.t poj.i le. to
„.„„„.. assistance with the focus on specific, agreed activities,
in fine with the Regional Programme's selective areas of concentration.
In this way institution and capacity building will berealized as
deliberate and important by products of programme assistance. ^n

important implication of the shift to fewer and larger pro will
be. that not all of the existing Intergovernmental organisations ana
institutions can be supported by the Fourth Cycle. Regional Programme in

a meaningful way.

36. Another new approach will be the shift where «??"***»" f*°m u
"horizontal" to "vertical" assistance, which means selection of specifi
agreed "on activities and -vertical" follow-up within the project down
to the ultimate purpose of the assistance, as opposed to broac,
«c o » eerl institution building. Since all development aid
i's ultimately neant for people, ?.b the intended beneficiaries, it is

s ■s JJb; s-nin:S-:;:2svpK
t important of all project aspects was usually left £cr the

This mos p

v^" r:-:1

the resultinp reduction of the number of

next Cycle.

37 Vhi

be des

37 Vhile RBA is seeking the above mentioned new approaches to increase

distinct and different level.
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38. in the design and indentation of r" »» . f ,« '
concentration, the existing mterg.vern»cn nl Or.aa at ons

trs . .>ew,artncrsrtn

Institutions will he major P

experience with ultimate tencficiar e "

be invitee! for the 4eaifov» 1 »
Cycle projects. Therefore
conventional, innovative a

,

regional vrrjects

Orientaticn^v. or

could be achieved

They wi

» 1 »
will n'

c^ xn ^

p£ Fourth

o contribute non-
t. . lementation of

on the" Fourth Cyle ,
tc h*;w its objectives

h rojcct and the

an
institutions

39. The process cf consul tit i;.r

Arencies concerning; the Fourth C;
omctices and involve G^verrxnen

UN Executing Aj^ncies.so that an

with Governments and UN Executing
cL Pro.ranmc will follow establisned
cu esi^nt Representatives and

VI. ...

,0. The Fourth Promina Cycle will bo^^^^£° «]ol£\

thc'^entun for rapid and suBtam^lc Mofth
th ■ic■:nal pro'ir^i; is

decline and to regain

and development. As

by its nature, expected
levels .

for African development, is^tc

x- -ional economic cc-opraticn
collective self-reliance and aclf-
the marnitude and nulti-licity of

" n c e r..

L" the attainment of

i

to

^trii ? ; w
in their ffiul tif aceted dinen, ion s. -

tions dictate that a elective ,,ir^ch

intervention, therefor, wi 11 .'-
have the greatest growth nr.J ...vtl.

eotallishcfi rri-ritieS. ,..S.-.urccs an

r.u.t. OptcJ. .'ND1

ffects within the, "'^tin, e

■U While a variety o£ operational , u will
order to carry out the activxtxcs 1n the selecte

.,ut8t.«c!ine and con^n to al 1 , wi.11^ tl.. ^-1-,
human resources in the f.l lowing .. ^

serve as the bases for determining

Regional Prorranting Cycle,

oU ta.en in

African

>^^ iun> which will
«mi,nal content of the Fourth
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1 .
search and Devel?2Pant_f rr Food Production

2. increased ,nd enhanced cc^cratic. ^^"S^ £% L

areas.

.roductivity and rtanart;ncnt f-.jr^rf.-uccic n

Services

■ - i ^ r,^fi -n ^f r^ro'Uries and service
43, Increased productivity ana ^roc.ucti.n -f ^-^ ,,£ lanninc

;t:.

:r.ii^ .
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3. Energy, Water, Communications and Transport

kk. ^ Strengthening regional co-operation to increase the conservation*
availability and sound management of cost-effective water supply systems and
conventional and non-conventional energy resources as well as enhancement and
integration of transport and communication between African'countries and
sub-regions. Particular emphasis will be placed on maintenance of existing

U5. Human resources constitute the most pervasive and vital input to
development^ In the context of the Lagos Plan of Action, the development and

effective utilization of human resources will be pivotal not only because of
the need for skills to design, institute and sustain the kinds of internally- .

generated and self-sustaining -processes of growth rand development called for

m the Plan, but also because ensuring productive participation of ail segments

of the population in all aspects of development is the ultimate objective. The
quality and quantum of available manpower in any country are critical and decisive
factors in national development. Equally, the manner in which the available human
resources are mobilized and utilized determine the weight of their contribution to,
and their effectiveness in bringing about, socio-economic development.

U6. There is a glaring need for the continuous development of manpower to
meet the present and future demands of African economies for trained and

skilled personnel and to provide a skill base which is fundamental to the
development of the strategic areas enumerated above.

Vf. To enhance productivity and efficiency in all sectors, including the-
informal one, special attention must be given constantly to the upgrading of

skills so that work forces can respond with flexibility and adaptability to
changes in technological and environmental conditions.

kQ. The overriding importance given to the food and agricultural sector in the
Priority Programme adopted by the 21st Assembly of African Heads of State and
Government has already been mentioned. It is also stated in the "Second Special
Memorandum^1 by the ECA Conference of Ministers that the war to regain the momentum
for economic backwardness, stagnation and decline in many African countries. "The
Joint Programme of Action" nf the World Bank is equally emphatic on this. It. says,
''Improving the performance of the directly productive sectors, particularly
agriculture must be central to all programmes to restore African economic growth.

Agriculture has the potential to reverse the increasing dependence on food imports,
tc produce the largest increase in expert earninrs in the short- and medium-term,

to improve the standards of living of the bulk of the population, to provide ineny
of the inputs for the industrial sector and imich of the demand for its outputs,
and to strengthen the domestic incone an'"1 tax base t<~- finance the education, health
and infrastructure programmes that will ease the basic constraints on African
development".
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1+9 The potential for substantial increases in agricultural productivity and ^
nroducticn is known to exist. However to harness this potential the right policy
nix needs to be applied in the first instance. As a minimum, such a mix_should_
include ensuring the adequate supKLy of farm inputs to farmers at accessible prices,
establishment of an appropriate producer pricing policy, adequate marketing,, infra-

structural and storage facilities, facilitating access to credit and land resources,

devising adequate incentives and effective extension services.

50. It is to be understood, however, that the required developments will not , %
take place if the linkages between agriculture and ether sectors, notably industry,
transport and communications and, administrative and financial services, are not ^
enhanced in a fully-defined package of support to the agricultural sector. Of major
importance for sustained revival, however, is the extent to which research and
development in agriculture and related science and technology strengthened and the
results thereof are disseminated and applied at the production level. There is

tremendous scope for regional co-operation in this area particularly with respect
to the co-ordination of efforts, which are now hopelessly dispersed and fragmented,
for the effective delivery and utilization of research results by peasants and small
farmers, The "Second Special Memorandum" was quitu specific in its recommendations
on this. Support at the regional levUJfe would focus especially at the coordination
of work on the development of quick-maturing as well as drought-, disease- and pest-
resistant animal species. Particular attention systems and innovations m new crons

neaped to different agro-ecological zones. Another area needing support would bt
work on post-harvest loss-reducing technologies and marketing practices. Yet another

area would be work en the application of new technologies, genetic engineering am,

bio-technology especially for increasing food production and enhancing preservation,

protection and processing.

51. There is, as already stated, a multiplicity of institutes which have
been established by the African governments, which can address themselves to

the crucial areas mentioned above. Most of these- institutes are, however, far
from realizing their full potential largely because of the fact that governments
have not adequately matched the political commitment with which they established
the institutes with the required material and financial support. There has further
more been a severe lack of co-ordination of policy related to research and development
activities so that efforts have frequently been dissipated. The mechanism for the

transmission of the information, service and research and development results generated
rt the regional level is alsT'often defective so that the output of institutes seldom
reach the^ultimate beneficiaries who are the "small farcers, including, especially,

women, in member States.

52 While any programme of assistance to raise production and productivity at the
regional level must harness and build on the potential that exists in these institutes,
the success of any such programme depends to a rreat extent m the derree to which

solutions to these obstacles are clearly taken into account in programme and project

design and formulation.
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53. It is known that inspite of Africa's basic long-term structural constraints
substantial increases can be realized in the production end productivity of the
goods and services sector if significant improvements are made in ttejnanagegenS
of bothpublicand^private enterprise^. The systems of public administration,'
management and finance have progressively weakened over the last decade. The

development oriented" systems that were supposed to replace the custodial system
inherited at independence have largely failed to materialize. Such failure has ■' *
become particularly pronounced and costly when one takes into account the fact that
the last two-and-a-half decades have witnessed a considerable expansion in the size
of the public sector since post independence development strategies and policies
have given a prominent place to the role of the State in promoting socio-economic
development. The net result of all this has been poor overall performance of the

_ public sector^., with .negative repercussions on the development process. ~"~": -

5Ju Support for much-needed reform in this area is urgently called for particularly
in the context of measures for improved management of_putlic and private enterprises
Support is needed to improve and rationalize "the oj>eratioiToTpubiic enterprisesT
and improve the quality of services generally through inter-alia the adoption of
approptiate employment strategies and the implementation of viable recruitment
policies to ensure that employees are equipped with the proper skills and the -right
attitudes, There will be need_to strengthen and reform public and private enterprises
w*th ji..viev_to transforming them into pro^ction-o^^^l^^fo^uctivity^cin^ious" ""'
structures. Special attention wTirhave""to be given "to measur~eTTo~a"cHeve genuinV"
decentralization of institutions and administrative authority and relaxation of
constraints on the private sector in a manner that would increase efficiency and
productivity and, ensure that the majority of the population play their wt in a
decentralized economy and society and actively participate in all aspects of the
process of socio-economic development.

55. In all these of course, advantages can bejtaken of existing collective self
-reliance■ institutions_in.the region vhich^ean efTecHvely org"inlze"training activties
,and Provide consultancy services'so "as"to enhan"cT^heH^63ucTion'and productivity"of^
public and private enterprises of member States but which are presently weak because
of shortage of resources and other imposed constraints.

56. It is to be noted however that no amount of external intervention will bring
about any increased measure of productivity if it is not matched by corresponding
efforts made at creating a more favourable environment for entrepreneurship In°
particular all constraints that tend to stifle private sector initiative should be
encouraged to play its crucial role in the development process through the judicious
use of adequate incentives.

57- In the foregoing paragraph's potential points of intervention for a Regional
Prgorarame_.of_Technical Assistance.;as. well as fundamental, structural and-policy -
constraints, to be considered in project design for the first two areas of concentration
have been dealt with. The following part turns to the last area of priority "water
energy..and transport andjjpnmunications", which in multiple ways is related to~the""
first two areas of concentration.
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58. The persistent drought and desertification problem in Africa have sufficiently
demonstrated the need for irrigation which is an important input t<^ increasing
agricultural productivity and production. Some critical areas deserving attention

are thereforej^ter resources, development ^djna^^ent^irri^tiGn_croEEiniK
..?ysiems_» s_eSEecially^the aFveTdpment' of micro/irrigation' and ■ the Environmental*
implications of _irriga^on'"^^drainaffe~ The "joint development of"river and "lake '%
"basins, in particular,"offers'scope t^r increased exploitation of Africa's water
.resources. A programme of assistance could be worked out in this area for groups

cf countries and for subregional economic groupings and organizations. An area for
( urgent external^support is in ^Mnatipnaljne^^^^ desert

^similarJ;p_the ^green^belt1^ programmes ^npleme_nted in some North African countries'." *
A most urgent need is to increase the effectiveness dfoperaEion and' maintenance
facilities. This is necessary to prolong the life of existing schertes and manual
pump technology, imporved designs of wells and boreholes, village levle operation
and maintenance and co-operation in the manufacture and distribution of spare parts.
There is also need for the wider dissemination of experience in implementing water
projects so as to avoid the repetition of costly mistakes and the duplication of
efforts.- ■ , .

59. The successful development of water resources, however also calls for parallel
measures to be taken to iraprove planning procedures for the .-water sector especially
with regard to integrating sectoral master plans for water with national development
planning. Institutional weaknesses arising from fragmented government departments
dealing with the water sector, lack of trained and skilled manpower, lack of equipment,
tools and spare parts and lack of finance need to be addressed. There is also the

need to make rational decisions on balanced development between commercial agriculture,
small-scale farming and pastoral development as to avoid the abandonment of one form in
favour of the other.

60. While irrigation has been regarded as a panacea for drought-prone countries.
Experience has revealed poor performance and failure to reach expected targets. It is
therefore necessary to be cautious in planning for the development of irrigation.
Small-scale schemes could be seen as providing an opportunity to acquire skills and
develop capabilities for expansion and future planning of irrigation projects especially
in those countries fringing the Sahel.

61. Problems concerning the^optimurajise of shared waterj-esources and the equitable
distribution of costs and~benefiis~l£re estremely complex.""Nevertheless, the benefits
of Joy*L^ei°JBfSL,2£international river basins encompassing multi-facetted activities
such as: irrigation, navigation, municipal andindustrTaT water supply, hydroelectric
power, flood control, water quality, drainage, recreation,and general environmental
conservation is well recognized.

62. African countries continue to face major difficulties in their efforts to adjust
to the widening gaps in their external payments position which has to a large extent
been due to rising costs of energy imports. :The development of all forms of energy
resourcesjLs therefore a highly relevant goal not only to ease balance of payments "

problems but also to arrest the process of environmental degradation and desertification
and to accelerate ruj?al transformation.
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63. ^Support at the regional level is particularly needed in policy formulation

^-^..t^.J1?-3^55^1^-^^ Measures should also "be taken to
accelerate the development "and"utilization"of energy substitutes; and there is need
for closer co-operation among countries to make greater use of established centres
of excellence. *-.*

■-■»

6hB The importance of co-operation in the development of transport and communications
links is widely recc^nized and needs no emphasis"in &" reirion of "such size", numerous""""
•sovereign States, many of them land-locked or island countries, and a widely dispersed
population. Within the framework of the United Nations Transport and Communications

Decade for Africa, African governments have joined forces to expand^ co-ordinate and

improve transport and communication infrastructure and services as a means tc improve
subregional and regional integration. -■ ■ ■■- -

65. The foregoing paragraphs illustrate the orientation and areas 0/ concentration
and possible points of intervention cf UNDP's Regional Programme during the Fourth

Cycle. The choices made, as already explained, are necessitated "by the limited time

and available resources at the disposal of the Regional Programme in the fice of

multivarious^demands, all of then priorities. Ey identifying these areas of concen
tration, it is ho^ed that the Regional Programme will have a maximum impact on the

immediate needs of the African region and its people. It should however "be understood
that these areas of concentration are not to "be seen in narrow sectoral confines.

They^relate to^and^are related to, all aspects of the African development problems
and it is in this light that they will ,niide the programming'exercise.

***«
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